This article focuses on the principal actors who undertook the financial intermediation of the greek loans of 1824 and 1825 and the agents who carried it out, the financial market, the stock market exchange and the joint-stock corporate organization. The main argument is that there was an asymmetric relationship between these principal actors and agents. my research hypothesis works on the convergence of two different crises at the same time: the systemic banking crisis of 1825 in London; and the severe internal crisis for the insurgent greeks. i argue that the causes for these "hapless loans" could be more complex, beyond the known moral critique.
The two loans obtained by the greeks during the course of the greek War of independence, specifically in 1824 and 1825, are important because they essentially constitute the first international recognition of the greek state. Two daunting economic challenges marked that same period, on the one hand in greece, civil strife, financial hardship and the inability to sustain and equip the insurgency, and on the other in the City of London, the 1825 bank panic. additionally, the administration of the two loans, while the struggle against ottoman rule was still at a critical stage, opened up a very important chapter in anglo-greek relations at a time when Britain's expansionist economy was taking off. during this period, British philhellenism and political liberalism would encounter the principles of free trade and the new entrepreneurial strategy developing in Britain in the 1820s. While the expectations of insurgent greeks, greek diaspora merchants, British politicians and bankers, and bondholders intersected, they were often unfulfilled, due to a variety of factors, which will be presented below in an attempt to analyze an important stage of greek national history in an international historical context that is more complex than previously thought.
during the 1820s, important British politicians were emphasizing the manifold benefits of foreign trade for their country's economy. Their interest was centred on promoting national élites willing to cooperate with the institutions of the British economy, according to the example of the former spanish and portuguese possessions in Latin america. at the same time, many protagonists of the 1821 greek War of independence had a The Historical Review / La Revue Historique section of neohellenic research / institute of historical research volume x (2013) positive view of the significant contribution that British assistance made to their struggle through the country's political institutions and the influence of public discourse. 1 These views were also held by george Canning (1770-1827), the statesman who served as British foreign secretary during that same decade. 2 during this period, the fundamental model of the British concept of first-rate political and economic development associated economic progress with individual liberty, the right to property and political stability. 3 The exponents of liberalism supported the principles of free trade, and entrepreneurs devised novel strategies as they confronted new social realities shaped by the industrial revolution. in Britain, newspapers, periodicals and pamphlets would broadcast personal altercations, as well as public criticism, of the financial system's new practices, with its joint-stock companies and administration of international loans, while at the same time upholding the principles of philhellenism in the first half of the nineteenth century. The international capital market of the nineteenth century was dominated by three groups: government agents, various types of brokers and "financiers" and bondholders. 4 it was in this international political and economic context that the insurgent greeks sought to obtain financial support for the first time. indeed, an elaborate system of intermediaries was set up for this purpose.
The provisional administration of greece, a political organization that was not internationally recognized, sought to ensure public external borrowing for the needs of the greek War of independence through political intermediaries, such as alexandros mavrokordatos, ioannis orlandos and georgios spaniolakis, as well as members of the greek merchant diaspora, such as andreas Louriotis, alexandros kontostavlos, pandias ralli and dimitrios Corgialenios. The provisional administration of greece consisted of the executive with alexandros mavrokordatos and then, after 1823, ioannis orlandos as president, and the senate with dimitrios ipsilantis first and, then, petrobey mavromichalis as president. members were primarily from the peloponnese and hydra. moreover, as various distinct centres of power had developed in the peloponnese, it was not long before civil conflict made its appearance, as early as the beginning of 1824. The most critical period in the struggle for greek independence was the period 1824-1826, which was marked by civil war, ibrahim's landing in the peloponnese, Lord Byron's death and the fall of missolonghi. 5 The loans of the greek War of independence in 1824 and 1825 forced greek politicians, chieftains and merchants to collaborate in the name of national independence. at the same time, they brought all these people, directly or indirectly, face to face with the most powerful economy of their time. as a result, their situation emerged as a case characteristic of the workings of the City of London's financial industry. The history of the first loans was extensively discussed in the British press of the period, because it concerned modern greece, which was viewed as the continuation of the ancient greece of classical learning and the arts. The greek national struggle of 1821 had acquired a european dimension, primarily through the philhellenes' interest in the just cause of the descendents of the ancient greeks. Ultimately, the term philhellenism became the broader expression of any interest foreigners, mostly of european descent, might have had in the cause of greek national independence. The request for financial assistance to liberate greece from ottoman rule constituted a just demand for British philhellenes and proved to be a characteristic example of the pairing of economic expectations with cultural components. The main arguments that were employed in Britain to support the struggle for greek national independence and, furthermore, that led to the creation in 1823 of the London greek Committee, which managed in London the loans to the greek struggle, were: a) the european debt to ancient greek civilization made it imperative to assist the modern greeks, whose alphabet and language, moreover, were similar to that of the ancients; b) the greeks were a Christian nation, and Christian solidarity dictated a common struggle against the infidel Turks; and c) supporting modern greece would lead to the expansion of British commercial transactions in the mediterranean. 6 however, the external financing of the struggle for greek independence quickly came to an impasse due to mismanagement and to the misunderstandings between the greek provisional administration and various intermediaries. The known players in this international affair were the greek three-member committee (orlandos, Louriotis, ioannis Zaimis, and, later, spaniolakis), the London greek Committee, the British merchant bankers of the City and the greek merchants of the diaspora. The first international loan of 1824, aimed at providing financial support for the greek War of independence, was issued the same year Byron died, producing a confused atmosphere in British circles; influenced by the loss of the romantic poet, many public figures castigated the habitual profit-seeking management of international loans in the City of London.
greek merchants involved in international transactions, specifically Louriotis, ralli, kontostavlos and dimitrios Corgialenios, participated and played a defining role in the negotiations to secure the loans, as well as in the administration of the bonds. 7 The administration of these loans was a significant economic lesson for both greek and British entrepreneurs and facilitated the greek merchants' entry into the financial market of the City of London. marinos Corgialenios is a typical example, as is Louriotis. Both members of greek commercial networks, they had participated in international negotiations in the ports along the mediterranean. drawn by the City's supply of capital and its development into an international financial centre, their paths led them to Britain at different times. an analysis of the first international loans provided to greece prior to the establishment of the modern greek state requires an examination of the political, economic and social components, as well as the intermediations of this international undertaking and an evaluation of the following points: the borrowing needs of the greek struggle for independence and the purpose of these loans; the financial conditions in the City of London, the international banking centre of the nineteenth century; and the role of foreign bondholders.
Were we to place the matter of greece's first international loan in the theoretical model of a commercial enterprise, this would inevitably lead to its reassessment. The theory of financial intermediation (agency theory), which studies how relationships are organized in a business, was primarily formulated by the work of michael Jensen and William meckling during the 1970s and 1980s. 8 in our case, for the provisional administration of greece to succeed in securing international borrowing agreements in early nineteenthcentury Britain a new type of intermediation relationship would have to be achieved in the sphere of international trade. The provisional administration was the first political institution to represent the greek state before its official establishment in 1832. on the one hand we have the principal, the provisional administration, and on the other the agents, a heterogeneous group of British merchant bankers and greek merchants from the emerging financial world of the City, flanked by politicians and journalists. according to the theory of financial intermediation, the principal determines the work and the obligations assumed by the agent. Therefore, in keeping with this theory, two problems arise under conditions of asymmetric information: first, adverse selection, which stems from the principal's uncertainty as to the agent's ability to carry out the assigned project, and, second, moral hazard, which stems from the principal's uncertainty as to whether the agent will do his utmost to succeed in carrying out the assigned project. The variables that define the agreements, the contracts between principal and agent, depend on uncertainty and risk, as well as on the information system. it becomes difficult for two parties to reach agreement because of the frequent conflict between the objectives of the principal and the agent, and because of the involvement of various agents who make it difficult to evaluate the agreement. in this particular situation, asymmetric information denotes the different information the parties involved possessed regarding the terms of international borrowing. This discrepancy had catalytic effects on the contracting mechanisms of the loans of greek independence as well as on the behaviour of principals and agents.
in this specific agency case, the principals of the 1824 and 1825 loans gave the agents the task of executing a service, that is, to issue loans as well as to manage the loan bonds in the market. This relationship corresponds to that between fund manager and shareholders, which frequently determines a conflict of benefits. The cost of intermediation is also associated with the intended and achieved results, while a successful intermediation is judged by whether it achieves its goal, which, in the specific case of the greek loans, was to borrow the maximum amount while minimizing the imposed interest rate and other charges. however, due to the high risk resulting from the conflict situation in the greek territories, maintaining an effective principal-agent relationship made for a costly intermediation. 9 intermediation is one of the most important operations of the financial system, with agents negotiating relationships and capital. economists have observed that an active market with many buyers and sellers and low transaction costs, as well as sufficient information, rarely exists.
The British loans granted during the War of independence were the beginning of the greek state's public debt. The public debt that was created to finance the struggle for national independence inaugurated the era of the country's economic relationship with British and other international funds. greece's public image at the outset of the creation of the nation-state was defined to a greater degree by the history of the first loans the greek state obtained than by the fact that financial support was afforded a nation fighting for its independence against ottoman domination. in 1824 and 1825, the greek state was first recognized and its legal existence brought to the fore when the City of London acknowledged the provisional administration as the first receiver of the public international loans. The management of the finances of the War of independence, through private loans, private sponsorships and capitalization of personal labour, could not but lead to moral criticism. This enterprise was shaped by the rules of financial intermediation, under conditions of asymmetric information, in London during the same period that the City was consolidating its position as an international financial centre. The degree to which it was an adverse selection and the moral hazard 9 for a general definition, see Joseph e. stiglitz, "principal and agent", The New Palgrave: A Dictionary of Economics, London: macmillan, 1987, vol. iii, pp. 966-971. specifically, see kathleen m. eisenhardt, "Building Theories from Case study research", The Academy of Management Review 14/4 (1989), pp. 532-550; and id., "agency Theory: an assessment and review", Τhe Academy of Management Review 14/1 (1989), pp. 57-74. that characterized this affair practically invalidate the relationship between principal and agent. nevertheless, on the level of the protagonists, the history of the loans of greek independence encouraged a new relationship among the greeks involved in international transactions, and their relationship and familiarity with the financial centre of the City of London.
in the nineteenth century, Britain, and London especially, cultivated the idea of aggressive commercial expansion. The City's financial success instilled in its protagonists the conviction that their personal interests and those of the British nation were indistinguishable. at the same time, Jews, protestants and Catholics from the netherlands, germany and france, along with orthodox greeks, armenians and muslims from the eastern mediterranean, immigrated to London in search of liquidity and financial services to carry out their commercial transactions. during this phase, international family trading networks were being actively created, frequently with a distinct ethno-religious origin. 10 after 1815, the City assumed a leading role in the international market with regard to balancing the British balance of payments, while, from the mid-1820s, the British economy was developing in line with the rapidly rising returns on its foreign investments in europe, america and the middle east. London's financial and commercial services played a vital role in creating markets for the export of British products and securing the raw materials essential for the operation of British industry. 11 during the 1820s, London's financial market underwent fundamental transformations, mostly due to the operation of joint-stock banking companies and the democratization they brought to banking with the introduction of new players, who did not belong to the old financial aristocracy. 12 merchant banks, such as Baring Brothers & Co., goldsmith and n. m. rothschild & sons, were the main players in the financial market of the City of London. This was a period of great capital liquidity, bolstered by the Bank of england, after a long period of international military operations, such as the american War of independence and the napoleonic Wars. The end of the napoleonic Wars caused a tremendous demand for credit to strengthen the economies of the countries that had been directly involved. This demand essentially brought five brothers from frankfurt's Jewish ghetto, the rothschilds, to the forefront of international transactions. The powerful private merchant banks, which also issued international loans, were generating a capital revolution in London: a revolution in the financial system, which affected the public sphere a great deal more than either trade or industry. 13 London's international financial nature was first moulded by the merchant banks. merchant banks were frequently discount houses, companies that had a family structure up to and including the twentieth century. 14 The number of banking and insurance company shares offered on the market multiplied on the London stock exchange; thus, by 1824, investors were able to invest in over 624 joint-stock companies. The entire investment process was simplified in comparison to earlier investments offered on the market, which were limited to long-term capital commitments that frequently also required legal support. most joint-stock companies would pay dividends on their shares directly, and those shares could easily be purchased and sold through brokers. 15 This business change shaped a new financial landscape presided over by merchant bankers and client-bondholders, who expected profits from their bonds or shares.
during the same period, many Latin american countries had turned to the City to secure international government loans. By 1824, at least 100 British commercial houses were installed in Latin america, while the British community in Buenos aires, argentina, numbered 3000. Bankers and merchants swarmed the markets to provide British goods to Latin america. at the same time, along with public borrowing and a strong trend towards investing in the mining industry, Canning was promoting British policies seeking to curb american penetration in the region. 16 The most famous example of the time is mexico, which in the period 1824-1825 incurred an external debt amounting to £32,000,000. Three years later, however, mexico was still in no position to meet its debt obligations and, as a result, remained outside the european credit markets until 1888. indeed, at one point mexico offered bondholders barren stretches of Texas, new mexico and California as a way to demonstrate the country's solvency. The story of mexico's international borrowing has been analyzed in the light of the foreign control of its public resources. moral criticism is now the prevalent approach to a detailed analysis of the management of the bonds in question and to interpreting this "perpetual" financial commitment made by mexico. 17 Beginning in 1823, all international loans offered to merchant bankers via a competitive system could be registered on the London stock exchange. The bonds of public loans destined for countries with sound financial conditions were offered directly to the public, available simply by paying a commission to the merchant bank or financial institution. in certain cases, when a financial institution assumed a loan, it could advance the sum to the government. as a result, the price at which the government of the borrowing nation obtained the loan would sometimes deviate a great deal from that at which it was offered to the public by the financial institution. 18 during this period in Britain, the City's merchant bankers invested capital in loans to foreign countries, bonds and perpetual bonds. at the same time, inflationary effects had appeared for reasons that will be analyzed below. many different banks, having the right to do so, issued and circulated a great many small bank notes in the London market. This greatly enhanced the circulation of liquidity, which in 1825 amounted to 50% more than in 1822. The rapid sales of small stocks of industrial products brought large gains to the market. This resulted in the establishment, as already mentioned, of a large number (624) of joint-stock companies whose total capital requirements were £372,000,000, with only £17,500,000 deposited. at the same time, the level of international loans issued by Britain rose to £32,000,000, of which £25,000,000 had been advanced. These firms would receive only 5%, so a rise in the share price could generate large profits on the sums invested. for example, on a share with a nominal value of £100, purchased at £5, a premium increase of £40 would pay each share profits eight times the original amount paid. This was the premise of small high-risk investments that nourished expectations of high returns in large social groups. it was a "get rich quick" scheme, which was prevalent in the London market of the period and involved all levels of income and of society, men as well as women. at the end of 1825, the Bank of england's gold reserves had decreased, and the market was seized by panic for a short while, leading to the destruction of many commercial houses. after the panic of 1825, at least 60 private merchant banking houses disappeared from London and its environs. The systemic crisis of the banking system was accompanied by bankruptcies and unemployment; subsequently, the trend towards discounting commercial bills of exchange was strengthened. 19 an assessment of the period highlights the speculation that the "false profits" joint-stock companies were promising the urban middle class vis-à-vis the old familiar honest partnerships, specifically the old commercial firms known as limited partnerships. 20 Joint-stock companies constituted incorporations of capital more so than individuals and, consequently, had no individual moral behaviour. 21 Joint-stock companies had essentially been banned since the time of the scandal involving the south sea Company (south sea Bubble Crisis) in 1720, which, however, was forgotten over the years until 1825 and the rise of shareholder banks. 22 all the greek merchants coming from the trading world of the mediterranean were familiar with en commandite type partnerships, where one or more manager-partners were individually or collectively responsible for the total liabilities of the company, and one or more silent investorpartners were liable only for their share amounts. Corporate transactions were usually made in the company name or in the names of the managerpartners with the addition of "& Co.", for example ralli & Co. 23 This was a simple company structure with limited business horizons, suitable for international commercial transactions based on trust, familial relationships and the circulation of personal bills of exchange. Character and personal acumen were the hallmarks of these business structures, which were coalitions of individuals and which handled commercial activities.
The people involved in the greek loans of 1824 and 1825 were a heterogeneous group: on the British side, radical politicians and philhellenes; and on the greek side, politicians and merchants caught up in difficult exchanges aimed at funding the struggle for greek independence. The rhetoric favouring the greek War of independence in the British press of the period was based on an admiration of classical antiquity and philhellenism, as well as on moral criticism regarding the operation of the joint-stock merchant bank. This censure was also broadcast through literary means of expression, such as poetry and critical satire. 24 an interwar study of philhellenism in Britain during the period 1821-1827 presented the philhellenic tide through the then flourishing British press and the activities of the London greek Committee (1823-1826). 25 The British protagonists operated in a context of political liberalism, and almost all had previous trading and financial experience. The philhellene edward Blaquière (1779-1832) had fought in the napoleonic Wars, while sir John Bowring (1792-1872), the committee secretary, was a merchant trading in the Western mediterranean and a politician. Joseph hume (1777-1855) was a politician with very close ties to the east india Company in india. he returned to Britain with a fortune that allowed him to purchase a seat in parliament and involve himself in politics. 26 Byron's close friend, the politician John Cam hobhouse (1786-1869), and admiral Thomas Cochrane (1775-1860) belonged to the same generation. Cochrane, who offered his services to the liberation of Chile, peru, Brazil and subsequently greece, had been accused of possible involvement in a stock market scandal during the napoleonic Wars (1814). 27 it was Cochrane who would coordinate the maritime operations with the new ships being constructed on behalf of the greeks through the first independence loans. The greeks had pledged £2,500,000, deposited in the Bank of england, for the expenses of the upcoming campaign. from this amount, Cochrane would receive a remuneration of £150,000 and he had already received £37,000 before even leaving Britain. after his triumphant return from south america, he demanded the new frigates be supplied with high-pressure engines that would be manufactured in the Thames shipyards. 28 in a period when navies were a powerful advantage and functioned as a symbol for the nineteenth century's wars of national liberation, Cochrane was an enlightened mercenary who was much in demand.
The financial situation in the peloponnese a few years after the outbreak of the War of independence was exceptionally grim. after the second national assembly (1823) during this period, the greeks began to realize the positive consequences arising from opportunities for public international borrowing. despite being completely ignorant of the terms of greece's international loans, the hydriote anastasis Tsamados was exceptionally insightful, supporting international borrowing as a way of exerting diplomatic pressure on the european powers: "get as many millions as you can so we can force them to recognize us." 30 originally, the greek insurgents had sought the funds for the struggle for independence in the mediterranean world, with which they were more familiar, looking to the order of the knights of malta, as well as to spain and portugal, for financial support. Louriotis met with members of the philhellene effort in London's strand district at the Crown & anchor Tavern, known for hosting public meetings and political debates, where the first financial contributions to the greek War of independence were gathered. 31 according to international practice, the public loan process was either a direct agreement or it took place through intermediary bankers on behalf of a nation and an unknown number of bondholders. The loan was announced to prospective investors by printed proclamation or by advertisement of the bonds. each bank bond had its coupons, which corresponded to each individual interest instalment, the name of the loan, the amount of interest and the payment date. advertising the bonds of a loan was part of a new financial practice inaugurated during the period. 32 from the outset, we should note that all the relevant testimonies differ regarding the amounts of the loans. 33 The first loan (february 1824), with a Η Ελληνική Επανάσταση και η ίδρυση του Ελληνικού Κράτους (1821-1832) [history of the greek nation: the greek War of independence and the establishment of the greek state (1821-1832)], vol. xii, athens 1975, pp. 606-611. 30 athens, ihr / nhrf, Louriotis archive, file xvi, coppialettere, Α. Louriotis (in London) to a. mavrokordatos (nafplio), 15 march 1826. 31 The details of the meeting can be found in the xenos letter to The Times (4 february 1864). 32 The public announcement of the first international loan to greece, which was entered into in London in 1824, is preserved in the British Library, London. see British Library, add. 49113, vol. xxviii nominal capital of £800,000, was issued at 59% and yielded £472, 000, with only £348,000 going to greece. The second loan (february 1825), with a nominal capital of £2,000,000, was issued at 55.5% and yielded £1,100,000. in other words, of a nominal capital totalling £2,800,000, only £1,572,000 were ultimately advanced. of these funds, £540,000 were sent to greece, and £1,032,000 were held for various reasons in Britain. £683,000 were floated on the London stock exchange (two years' worth of pre-paid interest, brokerage fees and bond redemption). according to one line of thought, the first loan ought not be sent directly to greece due to the civil war, but be deposited with the merchant banking house of kaisaras Logothetis and the British merchant samuel Banff on Zante, with the consent of Byron, Leicester fitzgerald Charles stanhope and Lazaros koundouriotis. 34 The bonds remaining in Britain were administered by a team consisting of bankers and philhellenes. 35 The inherent risk of these bonds, issued to a country in a state of war with an uncertain position on the international political stage, was the main justification for their speculative management.
Loughnan, son, & o'Brien Counting-house, with edward ellice, Joseph hume and andrew Loughnan, issued the bonds of the 1824 loan, while the bonds of the 1825 loan were issued by the house of david ricardo. Both houses administered and sold the loan bonds on the market to reap a quick profit, but also to parcel out the inherent risk of this dangerous enterprise, since it involved providing financial support to the struggle for independence of a small country with a glorious past, which had risen up against the ottoman porte.
The house of the david ricardo (1772-1823) had been established by a sephardic Jewish family that had immigrated to London from amsterdam in the eighteenth century. it was a family business, which profited by exploiting the operations of merchant banks, while it was also involved in discounting loans on the London stock exchange. ricardo did business on the stock exchange with a great deal of acumen, seeking to take advantage of situations other brokers had undervalued. he was not a stockbroker but a stockjobber, that is, he traded shares on the stock exchange market. his were short-term transactions, with low profit margins on large sums. his great, and profitable, success was taking over the government loans during the napoleonic Wars in the period 1811-1815, competing with such firms as goldsmith, Barings and rothschild. Ultimately, the greek loan of 1824 was not administered by david, the renowned political economy theoretician who had died in the meantime, but by his brothers. 36 The London greek Committee came to disagree with the principal greek envoys to London (orlandos, Louriotis) regarding the administration of the loans, which were intended to be used to purchase steamships and frigates from Britain and the United states to create a greek national fleet. as a result, servicing on the loans was suspended in 1827 and greece was excluded from the european stock markets. 37 The history of the loans has political, economic and cultural components. The greek envoys publicized their disagreements and views regarding the loan terms and negotiation processes in letters to the press and by publishing pertinent pamphlets. 38 members of London's greek community also became involved in the matter of the administration of the loans of greek independence; among them the ralli brothers, who also appear in the accounts published by s. g. howe. 39 moreover, an accusation against Louriotis appeared in the British press because he had not deposited the bonds in the Bank of england through the ralli brothers, who also maintained an account there. 40 London's financial history during the critical decade of the 1820s, then we can perceive anglo-greek relations through the prism of philhellenism; what also becomes clearer is the greek negotiators' commercial, as opposed to financial experience, and the ways this unprecedented, by greek standards, undertaking was administered, as well as its dynamics, which affected not only the players involved but also the public finances of greece.
The goal of using the loans to create and finance a national navy was not accomplished due to the asymmetric information between the lead players in the case. The size of the loans had been reduced to a minimum, and the different individuals and groups were unable to communicate. This left no scope for anything other than moral criticism and denunciation. nonetheless, the emotionally charged climate favouring greece in 1820s Britain was heightened by the loans' attribution to philhellenic sentiment regarding the struggle of the descendents of the ancient greeks against the muslim ottomans, the massacre of Chios (1822) and the death of Byron, as well as public criticism of the joint-stock company's quick returns to its small investors.
greece's national borrowing was accompanied by the botched order for warships to bolster the struggle. in this case, once again the venture apparently surpassed the international and domestic experience of the insurgent greeks. one controversial item as regards the reasons for this failure concerns the ships' machinery. had the order taken into consideration a technological innovation based on steam power and the durability of iron skeletons? an anecdotal argument appeared in the British press stating that while archimedes made scientific discoveries with syracuse under siege, his British counterparts were not present at missolonghi. The mechanics constructing the greek frigates had neglected the time factor and, in order to save the greek nation with new, innovative engines, which, in any case, did not work, delayed so long that ultimately the entire cause of greek independence was in danger of failing. 41 The order for these famous frigates (their number varies from four to eight in the pertinent statements) was placed with Le roy, Bayard & Co. and g. g. & s. howland in new York, on the instructions of the provisional administration in early 1825. it was managed by the merchant kontostavlos, who had been assigned the task by the greek commissioners in London. according to the italian philhellene alerino palma, the order was placed by general Charles françois antoine Lallemand (1774-1839), late of the napoleonic army, perhaps due to his previous experience in the United states; 42 during that same period, Lafayette (marie-Joseph paul Yves roch gilbert du motier, marquis de Lafayette, 1757-1834), the famous french military officer, was also in the United states, an element that indirectly links the greek War of independence with two protagonists of the french revolution. The order for the greek ships began with a £25,000 letter of guarantee from samuel Williams of London. Two frigates would be constructed at an estimated cost of £50,000 with a six-month delivery date, the balance to be paid either by Williams or by the ricardo loan, which was already under way. Construction began on 14 may 1825. Within a year, the cost of the frigates rose to $750,000 dollars or £150,000, and they would not sail until their cost had been paid in full. from this point on, a public feud began involving lawyers and experts with actuarial comparisons and estimates regarding costs and commissions in dollars and pounds sterling. many accusations flew against the builders, the intermediaries and kontostavlos, and the case reached an impasse. apparently, even the american president, John Quincy adams, became involved. kontostavlos, in his turn, published a pamphlet with a detailed analysis of the costs and down payments. at the same time, the frigate Karteria -with further philhellenic financial and legal assistance -was prepared to set sail for greece. 43 Yet another complication was added to the economic ones, this one concerning the ship mechanic alexander galloway (1776-1847), a committed radical and excellent engineer who had a large clientele in London during the 1820s. his company had undertaken to manufacture the machinery for the greek frigates, as well as the equipment for the Karteria. not only was the latter not delivered as agreed upon, but galloway himself was blamed for its poor quality. as the equipment was being prepared, one of galloway's sons offered his services to mehmet ali of egypt; consequently, the engineer was accused of having sold out the greek national cause to the enemy. once again, accusations and excuses were fired off with various statements in the press, revealing not only the complete lack of communication between the 42 alerino palma, parties involved, including even the shipbuilders and galloway, but also the absence of any central management of the project. 44 finally, the Karteria was fully equipped and sailed for greek waters in may 1826. frank abney hastings (1794-1828) organized the naval warfare operations of the Karteria and ultimately died at Zante aboard the legendary ship. hastings, a British naval officer, had ardently advocated supplying the greek navy with steam-powered warships, and the provisional administration of greece had embarked upon its external borrowing for this purpose. hastings himself belonged to the group of British soldiers and veterans of the napoleonic Wars, who along with liberal politicians and financiers took an active part in the struggle for greek independence and became directly and indirectly involved in the first greek loans.
from the beginning, the bondholders of the greek loans were a group that was mainly distinguished in two ways: through the public criticism levied against them, or through their demands to collect the anticipated profits from their investment in the bonds of the greek loans. although a distinct group, it presents common characteristics with the groups of bondholders of other state loans contracted in the City during the 1820s. in 1868, the creation of the Corporation of foreign Bondholders was a decisive move, since it proved to be an institution that would play a leading role in the administration of the loans of greece, Turkey and Latin america. as of 1874, the Corporation's council began publishing annual reports on "bad loans" to keep bondholders informed. These annual reports commented on the progress of the greek loans, which had accumulated in the meantime, until 1883, when all pertinent references ceased; then, from 1896 on, the accounts of the greek loans once again appeared in the reports. What most holders of greek bonds did not know was that at that time, the end of the nineteenth century, greece had a population of 2,187,208 with an external debt of £10 per head, given that the loans of the greek state had reached an outstanding sum of £22,134,147 for the period 1881-1893. 45 as early as the beginning of the nineteenth century, bondholders and merchant bankers would gather and discuss how profitable their bonds were, their expectations and demands, usually in London's social gathering spots, such as the London Tavern. during the period, bondholders endured criticism, which attacked these new "games of chance" that directed a large portion of private capital to highly lucrative and risky "bets" promising immediate returns. These small capitalists were not investing in a productive business. on the contrary, this investment was in a greek government that was not actually a government but rather a group of people spearheading greece's liberation from the Turks, following the example of Latin america. according to one of the caustic publications of the time: greedy fools, you have lost your money; you have deservedly lost your money. This punishment of you is just, as far as it goes; but it is not so great as you deserve […] Your hypocrisy has met with suitable chastisement. You money-jobbers and usurers, who have always been the deadly enemies of the liberties of englishmen; you, who are Jews in soul though Christians by profession; […] you greedy wretches, pretended to feel great zeal in the cause of restoring the greeks liberty; but, you, at the same time, took special care to assist their cause in such a way as you thought would give you from ten to fifteen per cent for your money! 46
The demands of the bondholders, who were able to obtain information from the plethora of accounts published in the British press regarding the accusations flying among the intermediaries, were direct and addressed to individuals as well as institutions. for example, on 22 June 1826 the value of mexican, russian and danish bonds had fallen, and few Colombian bonds had been purchased, while the acknowledgment of the greek loans had no actual repercussion on their value in the City. 47 The demands of the bondholders were also published in the press; their main request was to receive the proceeds from their bonds. stanhope, an army man, played a brief but leading role in the matter of the greek loans, as, in 1823, he had travelled to insurgent greece at the request of the London greek Committee to handle the matter of the first loan. in the end, he returned to Britain the following year accompanying Byron's remains, having left the greeks rather disgruntled since, rather than concentrating on insurrection and the financial support of the struggle, he 46 was more interested in promoting his ideas on creating a free press and schools. 48 Back home, stanhope presided over one of the first meetings of greek bondholders at the London Tavern in september 1826. There, he made clear that he had been a simple committee member during the administration of the first greek loan. By the time the second was being negotiated, he had been replaced by Louriotis, orlandos and Zaimis; the last was subsequently replaced by spaniolakis. it was becoming obvious that public comparisons of the detailed accounts were leading nowhere, yet the interpretations of the events are important. in this meeting, the lack of a decisive, rational British administration that would defend the interests of bondholders was brought up. 49 The next month, yet another meeting of approximately 60 bondholders took place in the same location, during which the proceedings of the previous meeting were read: Loughnan, son, & o'Brien, the issuer of the bonds for the 1824 loan had submitted detailed accounts, while ricardo refused to provide information on the second loan. The committee wondered why the greek representatives had blindly trusted a french officer, refusing other offers to supply warships, although they had secured assistance from philhellenic committees in switzerland and france, and especially from the banker Jean-gabriel eynard. despite all the difficulties and miscommunications, they agreed that sending £150,000 at that time could change the dramatic situation in the peloponnese. after approximately 20 meetings of the bondholders, it became apparent that money should not be sent to greece without British oversight, otherwisealways according to stanhope -it would be like throwing money into the sea. The main issue was the financial manager of the loans. The political manager was the provisional administration of greece, and its representatives had assigned the first loan to the mavrokordatos merchant banking house, which in the meantime had gone bankrupt, and to ralli, who refused to place the funds in the Bank of england for security. 50 The greek venture was supported by the philhellenes in Britain, but the lack of coordination was becoming public knowledge through successive articles in the press. This alarmed those bondholders who were following the downward trend of the bonds of the mature greek loans. 51 as of 1827, the greek independence loans were no longer serviced. Thirty years later, greek bonds continued to be bought and sold on the London stock market, although at low rates. 52 essentially, the epilogue for the independence loans has yet to be written, since they continue to be used symbolically. from 1824 to 1825 -in the midst of the crisis of the war against the ottoman Turks and egyptians to secure greece's national independence -to the present, these loans have played a key role in greek political and economic life even though they were repaid. Their importance was not limited to the public finances of the greek state. They were also used as an argument for the international recognition of the future state, as grounds for coercion or blackmail in the country's international relations, and, ultimately, they functioned as the original sin burdening greece both actually and figuratively.
These loans, coming one after the other, defined the image of the greek state in the international markets. along with greece, other countries in the mediterranean and Latin america, and even the ottoman state itself, found themselves in a similar position. The merchant bankers of the nineteenth century were non-discriminating lenders. it is doubtful whether they had examined the creditworthiness of greece, or the other developing countries, to see whether the country was able to service its external debt. The loan agreements collateralized the agricultural wealth of greece -this also occurred in the ottoman state -and raised the purchasing public's expectations for short-term returns on capital and savings. from the early nineteenth century, the pax Britannica expressed Britain's military as well as peaceful conquest of a large geographic area; its economy, trade and international loans were both its main weapons and comparative advantages.
servicing the public debt placed a disproportionate burden on the greek economy at least until the mid-nineteenth century. as early as 1827, the greek state was unable to service the first loans it had assumed before it was even established, let alone the so-called loan of king othon. from the first national loans to Joannes gennadius' confrontation with the dutch financier Louis drucker in the 1870s, 53 accusations and denunciations were exchanged based on speculative behaviour and racial comparisons such as the use of "Jewish 51 "Τhe greek Loans", The Leeds Mercury (21 october 1826). 52 Letter from stephanos xenos, The Times (10 october 1863). 53 for references to Louis drucker, see below the pamphlets of J. gennadius; also, L. drucker, An Appeal to the Governments and Monarchs of Europe, Leiden: L. van nifterik, 1877.
practices" on the part of the loan administrators. i have already mentioned that the greek side's ignorance of the terms of international borrowing was one of the parameters defining their failure. Yet how did gennadius manage to reverse a charged anti-greek stance that repeatedly cropped up in the international market for approximately 50 years? gennadius, as early as the period of the dilessi affair (1870) and the unfair accusations levelled against greece ensuing from that unfortunate individual event, had associated Britain's negative attitude towards greece with the loans of 1824 and 1825. he reserved for himself the right to expose greece's unjust exclusion from the international financial markets, denouncing Britain's pro-Turkish stance and imperialism. during the preparations for the Berlin Conference (1878), which brought about major political changes in south-east europe, gennadius turned his attention to normalizing the problem of the loans obtained during the period of the War of independence. anonymous pamphlets attributed to gennadius recount the case of the greek independence loans, which resulted in greece's previous exclusion from the international financial markets and the country's political aspirations being ignored. 54 indeed, in 1878 the law "on the settlement of the old Loans of the Years 1824 and 1825" was published; this was an arrangement to manage greece's original debt. after many months of negotiations with the Corporation of foreign Bondholders and especially the Committee of greek Bondholders, gennadius reached an agreement, which, after its approval by the holders of the securities, was discussed and approved by the greek parliament.
Loans that became gifts, national insolvency and confiscation of public revenues were the keywords of the criticism prevalent during the 1820s. The solution was found at precisely the point where a nineteenth-century intellectual and diplomat, Joannes gennadius, uncoupled the loans of greek independence from their historical burden and their accumulated unfulfilled obligations and proposed a realistic viable haircut in the age of empires, during the launch of stock market capitalism in the final quarter of the nineteenth century. The first loans negotiated with the insurgent greeks are not directly related to the current situation, involving loans frequently granted by markets and risk-taking investors, who may even be aware of the borrowers' inability to meet their obligations. in quite a few cases, then and now, the lenders' goal was the loans' short-term yield, brokerage fees, interest rates and coupons rather than their final settlement. The merchant banks of the City of London that granted the first loans in 1824 and 1825 built expectations on them and their future performance in the context of a small country with a great past. The predatory management of these loans -as it has frequently been described -is due to many factors; however, one of them certainly was the greeks' ignorance of the rules of the game.
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